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Abstract 
We give a spectral characterization of the compacta (compact Hausdorff spaces) which 
admit embeddings into uncountable products of the closed unit interval such that the 
embedded images coincide with the fixed point sets of (continuous) self-mappings of those 
products. An example of P. Koszmider is used to show that there is a zero-dimensional 
compactum of weight w1 which admits no such embedding into any ANR(compact Haus- 
dorff)-space. This is in contrast to the metric case where it is not known if every nonempty 
closed subset of an ANR-space X is the fixed point set of a self-mapping of X. 
Keywords: Fixed point set; Inverse spectrum; Uncountable product 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 54H25, 54B3.5 
0. Introduction 
The problem we are interested in is the following: Which closed subsets of the 
Tychonov cube Q’ coincide with the set of fixed points of continuous self-maps of 
Q’? The problem is motivated by the following two facts. First of all, each 
nonempty closed subset of the Hilbert cube Q coincides with the set of fixed points 
of some self-mapping (actually, autohomeomorphism) of Q [93. On the other hand, 
for each uncountable T there is a closed zero-dimensional subspace K, of the 
Tychonov cube Q’ which does not coincide with the set of fixed points of any 
self-map of QT [81. The first fact says that the Hilbert cube Q has CIP (complete 
invariance property [9]), whereas the second tells us that the Tychonov cube QT 
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(7 > w) does not. Both results express a property of the ambient spaces Q and QT, 
r > o, respectively. But obviously, there is another dual point of view of this 
situation. Before we start a more formal discussion, let us (for simplicity) introduce 
appropriate terminology. Let us say that a compactum X can be fixed in a 
compactum Y if there is an embedding i : X -j Y such that i(X) = fix(f) for some 
map f : Y -+ Y (fix(f) denotes the set of all fixed points of f). Respectively, we say 
that Xcannot be fixed in Y if there is no such embedding of X into Y. If we fix an 
ambient compactum Y, then the above properties become topological properties of 
X. Of course, a compactum such as Q’ X (S’)’ which possesses CIP (see [lo]) is 
not an interesting ambient space while QT, which does not possess CIP and 
contains a topological copy of every compactum of weight f T, serves as a natural 
model for consideration. It does not follow from the above cited result of [8] that 
the compactum K, cannot be fixed in QT. So there still is a chance that any 
compactum of weight < T can be fixed in Q’. 
Below we give a complete solution of the above problem by providing a spectral 
characterization of compacta which can (or cannot) be fixed in QT. The main result 
(Theorem 3.2) says that a compactum X can be fixed in QT iff X can be 
represented as the limit space of some transfinite spectrum S, = (X,, pz+‘, 7) of 
length r whose short projections p,“+’ : Xa+l +X, are stable and whose first 
element X, is metrizable. The notion of stability of a map p : X--j Y involves two 
ingredients. The first says that there is an embedding i : X+ Y x Q such that 
r,i =p, where ry: Y X Q + Y denotes the usual projection. Maps with this 
property are exactly maps with a metrizable kernel in the sense of Haydon [7]. Of 
course this is a restrictive condition, but it should be mentioned that any com- 
pactum admits a representation as the limit space of some transfinite inverse 
spectrum whose short projections have metrizable kernels. Obviously, any map 
between metrizable compacta has a metrizable kernel. The second ingredient says 
that there is a map f : Y x Q + Y x Q such that fix(f) = i(X) and rTTyf = rTTy. In 
other words, i(X) can be fixed in Y X Q by a map f which acts fiberwise (with 
respect to rrTTy). Open retractions with metrizable kernels are stable (Proposition 
3.6). This allows us to conclude that a retract of any product of metrizable 
compacta can be fixed in Tychonov cubes of the corresponding weight. Going back 
to the compacta K,, T > w, we strengthen the above-mentioned result of [Sl by 
showing that the compactum Ku1 cannot be fixed in any nonmetrizable ANR-com- 
pactum. Representing K,, as the limit space of a transfinite inverse spectrum 
consisting of zero-dimensional metrizable compacta and applying our characteriza- 
tion theorem together with a spectral theorem (see next section), we conclude that 
among the projections of this spectrum, only countably many can be stable. All 
others serve as examples of surjections between zero-dimensional metrizable 
compacta which are not stable. Obviously, these maps are not open (open surjec- 
tions between zero-dimensional metrizable compacta are retractions and therefore 
stable). We also present an example of a stable retraction between metrizable 
AR-compacta (which is not open). 
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In order to prove the above-mentioned results, we need a version of a “Z-set 
unknotting” theorem for Tychonov manifolds. These are well-known results for 
Hilbert cube manifolds (see, for example, [l]). But as far as we know, except for 
the topological homogeneity of Tychonov cubes, nothing is known in the non- 
metrizable case. For this reason, in Section 2 we introduce the notion of Z,-set 
and prove a homeomorphism extension theorem for such sets in Tychonov mani- 
folds. We call a closed subset Z of a space X a Z,-set if Z can be avoided by 
images of maps arbitrarily close to id, in a topology which is stronger than the 
usual compact-open topology on function spaces. This is the topology C,(X, Y) 
used in [2-41 involving characterization theorems for N’ and R’ (uncountable 
powers of the space of natural numbers and the real line respectively) as well as 
for trivial bundles with fibers N’, R’ and QT. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let A be a partially ordered directed set (this means that for every two 
elements cu,/? EA there exists an element y EA such that y 2 (Y and y > p). A 
subset of A is said to be a chain if every two elements of it are comparable. The 
symbol sup B, where B GA, denotes the lower upper bound of B (if such an 
element exists in A). Let 7 > w be a cardinal number. A subset B of A is said to 
be r-closed in A if for each chain C c B with I C I G T we have sup C E B 
whenever an element sup C exists in A. Finally a directed set A is said to be 
T-complete if for each chain B of elements of A with I B 1 G T, there exists an 
element sup B in A. A standard example of a r-complete set is the set exp,A of 
all subsets of cardinality < T of any set A with I A I > T. The following set-theoreti- 
cal propositions are presented for the readers convenience. 
Proposition 1.1. Let {A,: (Y < T} be a collection of r-closed and cofinal subsets of a 
r-complete set A. Then the intersection n {A,: (Y > T} is also cofinal and r-closed in 
A. 
Proposition 1.2. For each subset B with I B I < r of a r-complete set A, there exists an 
element y E A such that y > p for each p E B. 
Proposition 1.3. Let A be a r-complete set, L c A2 and the following three conditions 
are satisfied: 
(a) If cy EA, then there exists p EA such that (a, p) EL. 
(b) Zf (a, p) E L and p < y, then (a, y) EL. 
Cc) Let {cup: p < 7) be a chain in A with suptaP: p < T] = (Y. Zf (a,, y) EL for 
some y EA, then ((Y, y) EL. 
Then the set of all L-reflexive elements of A (an element CY E A is said to be 
L-reflective if ((Y, a> EL) is cofinal and r-closed in A. 
All spaces below are assumed to be compact (and Hausdorff) and maps are 
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continuous. w(X) denotes the weight of a space X and +(A, X) stands for the 
pseudocharacter of a subset A in a space X. 
Suppose that we have an inverse spectrum S, = IX,, pz, A}. By lim S, and by 
p, : lim S, + X,, a E A, we denote the limit space of our spectrum and the natural 
ath limit projection. If A’ is a cofinal subset of A, then the limit space of the 
spectrum S,/A’ = {X,, p,P, LY, /3 E A’) is naturally homeomorphic to lim S,. The 
spectrum S, is said to be T-continuous if, for each chain B in A with I B I G T and 
sup B = /3, the diagonal product of maps p,, CY E B, maps the space XP homeo- 
morphically onto the space lim S,/B. The spectrum S, is said to be a r-spectrum 
if: (i) all spaces are compacta of weight G 7; (ii) the spectrum S, is r-continuous; 
and (iii> the indexed set A of S, is r-complete. We call a spectrum trunsfinite if 
its indexed set is an uncountable cardinal r and the spectrum is K-continuous (in 
the above sence) for each K with o =G K < T. 
Suppose now that F= If, : X, -+ Y,; Al:{&, p,, A --f W,, 4,, A) is a mor- 
phism between two inverse spectra (this means that the equalities spfP = f,pp are 
satisfied whenever (Y$ E A and @ 2 a). Clearly, the diagonal product lim F= 
(f,p, : a EA} maps the space lim S, into the space lim S, and, for each (Y EA, 
the following equality is satisfied: f,p, = q, lim 9. Of course, the limit map of 
the morphism is completely determined by the above conditions. It follows from 
the spectral theorem of Shchepin [12] that, for T-spectra, the converse is also true 
(see [15] for a revised version and [16] for a complete discussion of various types of 
spectral theorems). 
Later, we will be forced to use some sort of controlled version of the spectral 
theorem. In order to prove that, let us first introduce some additional notation 
which will be also used throughout the paper. 
Let X = n{X, : a E A) be a product of metrizable compacta and Y be a 
subspace of X. If B GA, X, = II{X, : a E B) denotes the corresponding subprod- 
uct of X. We use the symbols TV. . X*X, and $ : X, --) Xc for denoting the 
corresponding natural projections (C G B CA). The set rr,(Y) is sometimes de- 
noted by YB. 
Theorem 1.4. Let f : Z --f F be a map between closed subspaces Z and F of an 
uncountable product lJ{X,: a E A}. Suppose that B CA and there is a map fs : Z, 
+ FB such that rBf = fsr,/Z. Then the collection 
K,=(c~exp,(A-B): there is a map fBUc:ZBUc+FBUc such that 
“l3”Cf =fi3”c%3”c/ZI 
is confinal and w-closed in exp,(A - B). 
Proof. Consider the following relation L, on the set (exp,(A - B)j2: 
L, = ((C, D) E (expw( A - B))2: C c D and there is map 
f C,D : ZsvD + FBUc such that 
TB ” cf = fC,D% ” D P}. 
We need some properties of this relation. 
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Property 1. For each C E exp,(A - B) there is D E exp,(A -B) such that (C, D) 
ELB. 
Proof. Using the standard factorization argument, we can find a countable set 
R E exp, A and a map fR : 2, + F, such that C c R and fRrR/Z = rrcf. Let 
D = R -B. Clearly, C CD. Define the map fc,D as the diagonal product fc,o = 
( fBT;” DAf,r;” D>/zBu D (note that B U D = B U R). It only remains to note 
that =Bu cf = fC,DTB U D /Z. Therefore (C, D) E LB. 
Property 2. Zf (C, D> E LB, E E exp,(A -B) and D c E, then (C, E) EL,. 
Proof. Let fc,E = rj,“,“fc,oS 
Property 3. Let (Ci, D) E L,, where {Ci : i E w) is a countable chain in exp,(A -B). 
Then (C, 0) E LB, where C = U(Cj : i E w}. 
Proof. Clearly, Fc coincides with the limit space of an inverse sequence {FBuc,, 
T;is+l/FB uC,+~ i E w}. Straightforward verification shows that fc,,D = 
=BuC, 
t+, f c,+,,D for each i E w. Clearly, the map fc,D = lim{fc,,D : i E w) witnesses 
the fact that (C, D) E LB. 
Thus the relation LB satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.3. Therefore, by 
that proposition, the set K, is cofinal and w-closed in exp,(A -B). 0 
It should be noted that if B = @, then the above theorem gives the usual version 
of Shchepin’s spectral theorem for w-spectra [12]. 
Corollary 1.5. If in the above theorem f and fs are homeomorphisms, then the 
collection K, contains a confinal and o-closed subcollection Kb such that fB u c is a 
homeomolphism for each C E KL. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.4 to f and fB as well as to f-’ and f; ‘. Then use 
Proposition 1.2. 0 
We conclude this section by noting that Q’-manifolds are spaces locally homeo- 
morphic to the Tychonov cube QT (7 > 01. Each compact Q’-manifold admits a 
representation (unique up to homeomorphism) as a product of the Tychonov cube 
Q’ and some Q-manifold [ll]. 
2. Extension of homeomorphisms 
Let us recall that if Z! is an open cover of a space Y, then two maps f,g : X-t Y 
are said to be Z-close if for each point x EX there is an element U E Z such that 
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f(x),g(n> E U. If {‘%<: t E T] is a collection of open covers of Y, then f and g are 
(gf’,: t E T]-close if they are gt-close for each t E T. Depending on the number 
(7 = max(w, I T I)) of covers of a space Y, the above notion allows us to define a 
topology C,(X, Y> on the set of all continuous maps from X into Y. If 7 = w, this 
topology coincides with compact-open topology (we consider only compact spaces). 
But if r > w, then the new topology is stronger than the compact-open one and can 
be used in order to characterise uncountable powers of such important spaces as 
the closed unit interval and the real line (see [16] for details). The following 
definition is motivated by a definition of usual Z-sets and is adapted (in terms of 
the mentioned topology) to the case of uncountable products. 
Definition 2.1. Let T 2 w. We say that a closed subset Z of a space X is a Z,-set in 
X if for each collection (?Jt: t E T), where %f E cov(X) and I T I < T, there is a map 
f : X +X such that f(X) n Z = p! and f is (gt: t E T)-close to id,. 
Note that the notion of Z,-set coincides with the usual notion of Z-set. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X = n{X,: a E A) be a product of compact Q-manifolds, 1 A I = T > 
w and suppose there is an index b E A such that X, is a copy of the Hilbert cube Q 
for each a # b. Suppose that Z and F are closed subsets of X such that rrJZ) and 
r*TT,( F) are Z-sets in X, for each a E A. Then for each homeomorphism g : Z -+ F 
which is homotopic (in X) to the inclusion map of Z there exists an autohomeomor- 
phism G : X+X such that G/Z = g and G = id,. 
Proof. Represent X as the limit space of the standard w-spectrum S,= 
1X,, @, expoA) consisting of countable subproducts X, = II{X,: a E B) of X 
and natural projections rr: : X, + Xc. C onsider also the induced o-spectra S, = 
(Z,, PC”, ew,A) and SF = MB, $, exp,A), where Z, = r,(Z), p: = r:/Z,, FB 
= rTTB(F) and q: = $/F, (C, B E expWA, C LB). Obviously, Z = lim S, and 
F = lim S,. By the spectral theorem for w-spectra, the homeomorphism g is the 
limit map of some morphism k5’ = {g, : FB + Z,, B ~3~) : S,/zi + S,/zi con- 
sisting of homeomorphisms g,, where 3, denotes a cofinal and w-closed subset of 
exp, A. Consider an w-spectrum S, x S, = {Z, x I, pc x id,, exp, A), where Z = 
[0, 11. Obviously, lim(S, x S,) = Z X I. Fix a homotopy H : Z X Z +X connecting g 
and the inclusion map i : Z -+X. Applying the spectral theorem to the spectra 
S, x S,, S, and the homotopy H, we can represent H as the limit map of some 
morphism 2 = {Hs : Z, x Z ---f X,, B E 3Y2) : (S, X S,)/_%?z + Sx/3?z, where _%?* 
denotes a cofinal and w-closed subset of exp, A. By Proposition 1.2, 3 =x1 fl 3?2 
is again a cofinal and w-closed subset of exp,A. It is easy to see that, for each 
B ~3, the homeomorphism g, and the inclusion map i, : Z, +X, are connected 
by the homotopy HB. 
Fix a well-ordering A = {a a: (Y <T) of A such that a0 =b. Let B,E+%? and 
a, E B,. By the properties of Z and F, their projections ZBO and FB, are Z-sets in 
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the Hilbert cube XB,. The homeomorphism g, = g,” : ZB, + FB, is homotopic to 
the inclusion map i, = ig0 (via the homotopy H, = H&. Consequently, by the 
corresponding version of the Z-set unknotting theorem for Q [l], g, can be 
extended to an autohomeomorphism G, : XB, + XB, which is homotopic (via some 
homotopy R, : XB, x I + Xis,> to the identity map of XB,. 
Suppose now that for each p < (Y, where CY < T and (Y > 0, we have already 
constructed subsets BP of the index set A, homeomorphisms gp : ZBo --f F,,, 
autohomeomorphisms Gp of XBO and homotopies R, : XB8 XI -+ XB6 in such a 
way that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a> ia,: 6 < PI cBp. 
(b) B, c BP whenever 6 < p. 
(c) BP = U (B,: 6 < p} if /3 is a limit ordinal. 
(d) g,rri’ = z-$gp whenever S < p. 
(e) g, = lim{g,: 6 < /3} if /? is a limit ordinal. 
(f) G,ri; = r$Gp whenever 6 <p. 
(g) Gp /‘ZB, = g, . 
(h) RJr@ x id) = ri!Rp whenever S <p. 
(i) R, = lim{R,: S <p) if p is a limit ordinal, 
Let us construct corresponding objects for the ordinal (Y. 
If (Y is a limit ordinal, let B, = U(BB: p < (~1, g, = lim{ga: p < LY] and R, = 
lim{R,: /3 < cy). 
Suppose now that LY = /3 + 1. Consider the smallest ordinal y < r such that 
aY E B,. By (a), y &p. By Corollary 1.5, there exist an element C E exp&4 -BP), 
containing ay, and a homeomorphism g, = gBO u c : ZBp u c + F+ u c. Define the 
set B, as the union B, U C. Obviously, (aa: p <(u] cB,. By Corollary 1.5, 
qB,8 = &PBn and, consequently3 d;g, = g&, . ‘a Using Theorem 1.4 and Proposi- 
tion 1.2, we may assume without loss of generality that a homotopy H, : Z,_ x I --f 
XB, (connecting g, and the inclusion map i, : ZB, + XB,) such that Hp(rr;; x id,) 
= ri;H_ is also defined. By our assumptions, projections rrJZ> and rJF) are 
Z-sets in X0 for each a EA. Consequently, we can conclude that Z, and FB, are 
fibered Z-sets (in the sense of [13]) with respect to the projection ri; : XB, =XBp 
xX,+x,. ?TgB” is a trivial bundle with the HiIbert cube X, as a fiber (because 
b = a, @ C)@. De!rote by t the identity map of the fiber Xc and consider the set 
T = (Gp X t>(Z, >. Clearly, T is a fibered Z-set with respect to vi;. The homeo- 
morphism rl, = ia(Gp X t)-l/T: T -+ FB, is fiber-preserving, i.e., ~i’$ = ~3. A 
fiber-preserving homotopy rp = H,((G,, X t) x id,)-’ : T x I -XBu connects *‘and 
the inclusion map of T into XBe. By [13], there is a homeomorphism q : XB, + XB, 
such that W/T=+ and I$+=$;. Moreover, there is a homotopy 6 : XBm x I 
-+XB which connects F and the identity map and satisfies the equality 
T$&x, r) = IT;; for each (x, r) E XB, X f. Now we are in position to define 
the desired objects. Let G, = V(Gp x t) and R,(x, y, I-)= 6((Rp(x, r), y, r) for 
each (x, y, r> E XBfi X Xc x I = XB, X I. It follows from the construction that G, 
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and R, are fiber-preserving and satisfy all the conditions (a>-(i) formulated for the 
ordinal (Y. This completes the inductive step. 
Let G = lim{G,: LY < 71 and R = lim(R,: (Y < T}. Then G is an autohomeomor- 
phism of X and extends g. The homotopy R connects G and id,. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let (2,: n E w} be a countable collection of Z,-sets in a product 
X = n(X,: a E A} of metrizable compacta X,, where 1 A I= r > w. Then there is a 
collection (A o: a < 7) of countable subsets of A such that: 
(9 UIA,: (Y <T) =A. 
(ii) A, I-IA, = 6 whenever (Y # p. 
(iii) 7rA (Z,) is a Z-set in XA, f or each (Y < 7 and each n E w. a 
Proof. First we need the following 
Claim 1. Let B cA, I B I < T and C E exp,(A -B). For ‘?YE cov(X,) there is a 
countable subset D of A -B, containing C, such that for each n E w there is a map 
4, : X, + X, satisfying the following conditions: 
(a> J/,(X,> n r,(Z,> = fl for each n E o and 
(b) rrct,k,, and rr: are g-close. 
Proof. Consider the collection (gt: t E T} of open covers of X, such that 1 T I = 1 B I 
and if two maps f,g : Y +X, are (2~‘~: t E T}-close, then f = g (for any space Y). 
Consider also the collection (rr-‘(9,): t E T} U C1(ZV) of open covers of X. Since 
Z, is a Z,-set in X and the cardinality of B is strictly less than T, we can conclude 
that for each n E o there is a map g, . X--)X such that g,(X) f~ Z, = fl and g, is 
((T-‘(%!~): t E T} U (r-‘(%)I)-close to the identity map of X. The last condition 
implies the equality rBg,, = rB, n E w (by the properties of the collection (?‘Jt: 
t E T}). This is enough to conclude that there is a countable subset D of A -B 
such that C G D and r,(Z) U r,g,(X> = fl for each n E o. Consider a section 
j: X, +X of the projection rTTD and define $,: X, +X, as the composition 
$ = rDg,j, n E w. Clearly, $JXD) u rD(Z) = fl and rflcr, is %-close to rt 
(because r,-gn is ‘%-close to rr,> for each n E o. 
Let us consider the following relation L, on expJA - B): 
L,= ((C, D) E (exp,(A -B)j2: 
C c D and for each %(E cov( X,) and for each n E OJ 
there is a map 1,4, : X, --f X, such that 
IJ,( X,) n rD( Z,) = fd and rg$,, and $ are %-close). 
We need the following three properties of this relation. 
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Property 1. For each CE exp,(A -B), there is a DE exp,(A -B) such that 
(C, D)EL~. 
Proof. Fix a countable family l%$ i E o} of open covers of Xc such that for each 
open cover ?Y of Xc there is an index i with the property that Yi refines %. By 
Claim 1, for each i E w there is a countable subset Di of B -A containing C, and 
maps *i,n : XD~ + XD~, n E w, such that $i,,(XDi> n a,(Z,,I = fl and @I)~,~ and 
r:l are %$-close. Let us show that (C, D) E L, where D = U{Di: i E w}. Indeed, 
for any given open cover % of X,, fix an index i such that gi refines %. Fix also 
any section si : X,, +X, of the projection rii. Then the maps +!J,, =s~I,!J~,,.,,~~:, : QD 
-+ QD, n E w, obviously witness the fact that (C, D) EL,. 
Property 2. Zf (C, D) EL,, E E expJA -B) and D c E, then (C, E) E L,. 
Proof. Fix a section s : X, -+ X, of the projection ri : X, +X,. If an open cover 
YY E cov(X,) is given we can, using the fact that (C, D) E L,, find maps (P,, :X, + 
X,, n E w, such that cp,(X,> n rD(Z) = p! and (p,,&’ and rr: are %!-close, n E w. 
Let II, = scp,7r,E : x, --f x,, n E o. Clearly, &(XE) n rE(Zn) = $8 and z-&!~,, is 
Y-close to ,rr,E, 12 E w. 
Property 3. Let (Ci, D) E L, and Ci &Cifl for each i EW. Then (C, D) E L, 
where C = U{Ci: i E w). 
Proof. For any open cover %!E cov(Xc) there is an index i E w and an open cover 
gi E cov(X,) such that <~~>-‘(%i;ci) refines %. Since (Ci, D) E L,, we conclude 
that there are maps $,, : X, --+X0, n E o, such that q&(X,) I-J rD(Z,) = fl and 
rr($,, is ?Yi-close to rt for each n E w. It only remains to note that T,$I),, and $ 
are g-close. 
We continue the proof of Lemma 2.3. By the Properties 1, 2, 3 and Proposition 
1.3, the collection K, of all C E exp,(A -B) with the property (C, C) EL, is 
cofinal and w-close in exp,(A - B). Note that if C E K,, then rTTc(Z,) is a Z-set in 
X, for each n E w. 
Since I A I= T, we can write A = {a,: LY < T}. For a point a,,, fix a set A, E 
expJA) such that ~~$2,) is a Z-set in X, for each n E w and a, E A, (we use 
the cofinality of the collection K, in exp,(A -B) when B = @). Suppose that for 
each p G cy, where (Y < T, we have already constructed disjoint countable subsets 
A, of A so that {ap: /3 G (Y)& U(AP: p Q a) and rAB(Zn) is a Z-set in XAp 
whenever p <(Y and n E 6.1. Let us construct A,+l. Let 6 denote the smallest 
ordinal such that a, G B = U(Ap: p d (~1. Clearly, S > cr. Note that I B I < T. Since 
the collection K, is cofinal in exp,(A -B), there is an element A,+r E K, such 
that a, EA~+~. Clearly, A,+1 n A, = 0 for each p G LY (because K, c expJA - 
B)) and (a,: /3 Q (Y + 11 c {a@: /3 < S} c U{AB: /3 Q LY + 1). The proof of Lemma 2.3 
is finished. 0 
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose that a homeomorphism g : Z + F between Z,-sets of a 
compact Q’-manifold X is homotopic to the inclusion map Z +X (r > w). Then 
there is an autohomeomorphism G : X + X which extends g and is homotopic to id,. 
Proof. By [ll], X is homeomorphic to the product of a compact Q-manifold and 
the Tychonov cube Q’. Consequently, we can represent X as a product Il(X,: 
a EA), I A I = T, where X, is a compact Q-manifold for some b EA and all other 
X, are copies of the Hilbert cube Q. Fix a collection {A,: (Y < rj of countable 
subsets of A satisfying conditions @-(iii) of Lemma 2.3 with respect to the Z,-sets 
Z and F. 
If LY <r and b @A,, choose an arbitrary point a, EA,. If b EA,, then let 
a, = b. By the stability of Q-manifolds [l], there is a homeomorphism h, : TI{X,: 
a =A,} -+ Xa, for each (Y < 7. Clearly h = n{h,: (Y < 7) : X+ Y is a homeomor- 
phism, where Y = n{XaU: (Y < 71. By Lemma 2.3 (propertfiiii)), h(Z) and h(F) are 
closed subsets of Y such that their projections on each coordinate space Xa, are 
Z-sets. Define a homeomorphism f : h(Z) + h(F) as the composition f = 
hgh - ‘/h( Z). Clearly, f is homotopic to the inclusion map h(Z) + Y. Conse- 
quently, by Lemma 2.2, there is a homeomorphism F : Y + Y which extends f and 
is homotopic to id,. It only remains to note that the composition G = h_lFh is the 
desired autohomeomorphism of X. 0 
Similar arguments how the validity of the following proposition. Note that the 
requirement T > w is essential. In the case r = w, as it is well known (see, for 
example [11>, we can only state that H and id, are I%!(/,: t E Tj-close. 
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a compact Q’-manifold, 7 > w. For each collection {a,: 
t E T) z cov(X>, I T I < T, there exists another collection {gt,: t E T’), ( T’ I < T, such 
that the following condition is satisfied: 
( *> for any homeomorphism h : Z + F between arbitrary Z,-sets of X which is {V;: 
t E T’)-close to the inclusion map of Z into X, there is a homeomorphism H : X + X 
such that H/Z = h and H is {V;: t E T’}-close to id,. 
We conclude this section with a statement which allows us to easily recognize 
Z,-sets for T > 0. 
Proposition 2.6. Let X = n{X,: a EA}, I A I = r > w, be a product of metrizable 
compacta such that all X, with a # b are homogeneous (b E A). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent for each closed subset Z of X: 
(i) $(F, X) = r for each closed subset F of Z. 
(ii) Z is a Z,-set in X. 
Proof. (i> 3 (ii). Suppose that the collection {gt,: t E T), I T I < 7, of open covers of 
X is given. Our goal is to construct a map f : X + X which is (at,: t E T}-close to 
id, and which satisfies the equality f(X) n Z = d. 
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Since ( T ( < 7, there exist a subset B cA of cardinality K = max{w, ( T II and a 
collection {V;: t E T} of open covers of X, such that Y’(V;) refines 2Yt for each 
t E T. Without loss of generality, we may assume that b E B. Note also that K < T. 
In order to proceed, we need the following statement. 
Claim. There exist a subset D CA such that B 2 D, 1 D I= K and a section i : X, -+ X, 
such that i(X,) f~ r,(Z) = 1. 
Proof. Let B, = B and i, denote the identity map of XB,. Suppose that for each 
P<LY, where a<~+ (= smallest cardinal greater than K), we have already 
constructed subsets BP of A and sections ip: XB, +XBO of the projection rTTBO: 
xBB + xB, satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) 1 BI =K. 
(b) B, c B, whenever 6 G p. 
(c) B, = LJ {BP: 6 < p} whenever p is a limit ordinal. 
(d) r$i, = i, whenever 6 < /3. 
(e) i, = A{i,: 6 < p) whenever ,I3 is a limit ordinal. 
For each /? < LY, let V, = {x EX~,: i,(x) E rTTBp(Z)}. Clearly, VP is an open subset 
of XBp. It follows from the above conditions that: 
(f) V, G VP whenever 6 G /3. 
(g) VP = lJ {V,: 8 < p} whenever p is a limit ordinal. 
Let us construct the set B, and the section i,. If CY is a limit ordinal, let 
B, = LJ{B,: p < a} and i, = lim(ip: p < a}. 
Consider now the case LY = /? + 1. Fix any section j : XBp --)X of the projection 
rBp : X --) XBp. There are two possible cases: j(XBp) n Z = fl and j(XBp) r\ Z # @. 
Consider each of them separately. 
Case 1: j(XBp) fl Z = 0. In this case there is a finite subset C of A such that 
rrc( j(X, )) n r,(Z) = @. Let B, = B, U C and define i, = rB, ji,. Clearly, i,(XBO) 
n77Bd!=~. C onsequently, D = B, and i = i, prove the claim in this case. 
Gale 2: j(X+) n Z # fl. Choose a point z E j(XsB) n Z and let y = rr+(z). Note 
that y E rBO(Z) and hence y P V’. Consider the set rrBg(y). Since I BP1 = K < T, the 
character of y in XBB is less than or equal K. Consequently, $(~~$y), X) G K < T. 
By (i), asp is not contained in Z. Choose a point z’ E rrBp(y) - Z. There exists a 
finite subset C of A such that p&z’) E n-,(Z). Let B, = B, U C. Clearly, y, = 
r&(j(y)) + rB,(z’) = y2 and ~&(yY,) = y = 5rB,(y2). Consequently, yi, y2 E 
(~&i(y) & {y} x Xc-$. Since Xc-B@ is homogeneous (as a product of homoge- 
neous compacta; b E C -BP) there is a homeomorphism h : Xc_sp +X,_, such 
that h(~~_~~(yi)) = ~~_~,(y~). Let H = idxP x h. Then H is an autohomeaomor- 
phism of XBe such that H( yl> = y2 and r:‘H = r$. Let i, = HrTTB, ji : XB, + XBa. 
It is easy to see that VP is a proper subset of V, (y E V, - VP). 
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This completes the inductive step. Thus the subsets B, and sections i, satisfy- 
ing the above conditions exist for each (Y < K+. The family {V,: (Y < K+} of the 
above described open subsets of XB, is increasing and has lenght K+. Since the 
weight of Xs, is K, it follows that the collection (I(,: (Y < K+} IIIUSt stabilize, i.e., 
there must be an index p < K+ such that V, = I$, for each cr > p. Because of our 
construction, this is possible only when I+ = XB,. Let D = BP and i = i,. The 
Claim is proved. 
We continue the proof of our proposition. Fix a subset D and a section i from 
the Claim. Let j: X, +X be any section of the projection rrD : X-+X,. Then 
f=ji5rB. .X-+xi~{%~:: tET}-close to id, and f(X>nZ=g. 
(ii) * (i). This is straightforward and so is omitted. •I 
Corollary 2.7. Let r > w and X be a closed subset of a compact Q’-manifold Y. Zf 
dim X < m or w(X) < r, then X is a Z,-set in Y. 
Proof. Suppose that X is not a Z,-set in Y. By Proposition 2.6, there must exist a 
closed subset F of X such that $,(F, Y) < T. In this case, F depends on less than T 
coordinates and, consequently, F contains a copy of QT. In both of the cases we 
are considering, this is impossible. q 
3. Fixed point sets of Tychonov cubes 
The main result of this section (Theorem 3.2) gives a complete characterization 
of compacta which can be fixed in Tychonov cubes as limit spaces of transfinite 
inverse spectra where the first elements are metrizable compacta and all short 
projections are stable in the sense of Definition 3.1. Here is a simple scheme 
illustrating how this result might be used. Suppose that X is a compactum of 
weight wi. Consider any w-spectrum S, whose limit space coincides with X. 
Converting S, into a transfinite spectrum, we may assume from the beginning that 
S, = {X,, p:+‘, wl} is a transfinite spectrum of length wi consisting of metrizable 
compacta. We now investigate the short projections of S,. Theorem 3.2 says that if 
for “many” (Y, the projection pz+’ is stable, then X can be fixed in the Tychonov 
cube of weight or. This is in some sense the obvious part. The more important 
thing is that if for “many” (Y, the projection ps+l is not stable, then X cannot be 
fixed in that cube. Let us emphasize this point again. The spectrum S, is chosen 
arbitrarily (there are many others representing X). Nevertheless, the behaviour of 
the short projections (from the point of view of stability) of a given spectrum allows 
us to conclude the existence or nonexistence of an embedding of X into Q”* 
whose image is the fixed point set of some self-mapping of Qw’. For example, any 
(uncountable) product of metrizable compacta can be represented as the limit 
space of a standard spectrum consisting of the corresponding subproducts and 
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natural projections between them. Any closed subspace X of such a product is 
then the limit space of an induced spectrum S,. If, additionally, X is a retract of 
that product, then we can conclude that “many” projections of S, are open 
retractions (because projections of the spectrum representing the whole product 
are obviously open retractions). Therefore they are stable (Proposition 3.6) and X 
can be fixed in the Tychonov cube of the corresponding weight. This proves 
Proposition 3.7. 
Definition 3.1. We say that a map p: X + Y is stable if there is an embedding 
i:X+YXQ and a map f:YXQ --, YX Q such that r,i =p, rTTyf = 7rY and 
fix(f) = i(X), where rTTy : Y X Q --) Y is the projection. 
Theorem 3.2. Let r > w. The following conditions are equivalent for any compacturn 
x: 
(a> X can be fixed in the Tychonov cube QT. 
(b) X can be ftied in any compact Q’-manifold. 
(c) X can be faed in some compact Q’-manifold. 
(d) X can be represented as the limit space of some transfinite inverse spectrum 
s, = W,, p:+l, T) whose short projections p,” +’ : X, + t + X, are stable and whose 
first element X,, is metrizabie. 
Proof. (a) d (b). Any compact Q’-manifold Y contains a copy of QT. Fix a 
retraction r : Y + (2’ and a map f : Q’ --f QT such that fix( f > =X. Then fix(g) =X, 
where g = fr. 
(b) = (cl. Trivial. 
(c) d (d). Suppose that Y is a compact Q’-manifold and fix(f) =X for some 
map f : Y + Y. Represent Y as a product Y = Ll{Y, : a EA) of compact Q-mani- 
folds where all Y, with a f b are copies of the Hilbert cube Q (b E A) and A is a 
set of cardinality T. 
Fix a well-ordering {a o1 : a < T} of A such that a, = b. By Theorem 1.4, there is a 
countable subset A, of A, containing a,, and a map fO : YA, + Y, such that 
?&)f =fo-% o. Let us show that rA,(X) = fix(f,). Indeed, if x E ra,(X): then there 
is a point y EX such that rAn(y) =x. Therefore f,&x> = fO(rAo(y)> = rAo(f(y)> = 
rAO(y) =x and XA, c fix(fJ. Conversely, if x E fixt f,J then the same equality 
T&f =for,4 o shows that f<riO1(x)) c~;~‘(x). Being a topological copy of Q, the 
fiber riO1(x) has the fixed point property (note that b PA -A,). Therefore there 
is a point y E rAO -l(x) such that f(y) =y. Then y E fix(f) =X. It only remains to 
note that x = rA$y> E rA$X). Therefore rA$X) = fix(f,). 
Suppose now that for each /3 < LY, where a < r, we have already constructed a 
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subset A, of A and a map fP : YAP + YA,, in such a way that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A, GA~+~ and I Ap+l -A, I GO. 
(ii) A, = lJ(A, : 6 < p} whenever /3 is a limit ordinal. 
(iii) {a, : 6 < p) ~4, whenever p > 0. 
(iv) 7rA f=fa5rA . 
(v) rA$fp = f&d& whenever 6 G /3. 
(vi) fp = lim{f8 : 8 < p} whenever p is a limit ordinal. 
(vii) fix( fp) = TOP. 
Let us construct the set A, and a map f, : YAa + YA, with the corresponding 
properties. If (Y is a limit ordinal, let A, = lJ(A, : /3 < a) and f, = lim{fp : /3 < a). 
Suppose now that (Y = /3 + 1. Let y denote the smallest ordinal such that uy e A,. 
By Theorem 1.4, there is a countable subset C, of A -A,, containing a,,, and a 
map f, : YApUcp + Y,au,-p such that rApUcp f = farApucp. Let A, =A, U CP. This 
obviously completes the inductive step of our construction. Consequently, the 
corresponding objects are defined for each (Y < r. 
Let X, = rA,(X) and pz+’ = ~i;+l/X~+, for each (Y < T. Obviously, the limit 
space of the transfinite inverse spectrum S, = IX,, pz+‘, T) coincides with X. 
It only remains to note that rig = rr, and fix(g) =Xa+i, where r1 :X,X 
Q ‘meA, --+ X, denotes the projection onto the first coordinate and g = f,, i/(X, X 
QCmeAa). This shows that p;+’ is stable in the above sense. 
(d) * (a). Since for each (Y < T the short projection pan+’ : X,,, +X, is stable, 
the compacturn X, + 1 can be identified with the subspace of the product X, X Q 
so that pz+’ coincides with the restriction of the projection 7: : X, X Q -+ X, and 
fix(f,+,) =X,+, for some map fa+l :X, x Q -X, x Q with rFfa+l = rTT;I. 
Embed X0 into the Hilbert cube Q” and choose a map go : Q” + Q” such that 
fix(g,) =X0 (see [9] for possibility of choosing a homeomorphism as go). We 
proceed by transfinite induction. Suppose that for each p < (Y, where 0 < (Y < r, we 
have already made an identification of XP with a subspace of the Tychonov cube 
Qfi (Pth power of Q) and have constructed a map gp : Qp + Qp such that: 
(GP fix(ga) =X0. 
(ii), pi = rt/XP whenever 6 < /3 (T$ : Qa + Qp denotes the standard projec- 
tion onto the corresponding subproduct). 
(iii), rfgp = g8ri whenever 6 < p. 
(iv& gP = lim{g, : 6 < PI. 
Let us complete the inductive step. If cy is a limit ordinal, let g, = limkp : p < a). 
Conditions (ii),-(k), are trivially satisfied. Let us verify the condition (i),. Identifi- 
cations made above allow to represent X, as the limit space of an inverse 
spectrum S, = {X,, p:+l, p < (-u). Consequently, if x E X,, then g,(x) = 
(g,$(x) : p < a). But g,$(x) E Xa and, therefore, by (i),, g,$(x) = r;(x). 
This shows that g,(x) =x and X, G fix(g,). Conversely, if x EX,, then for some 
p <a we have r;(x) “XP. Again, by (i),, this means that gP$(x) Z r;(x). 
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Therefore x # g,(x) and x 66 fix(g,). This finishes the verification of the condition 
(9,. 
Suppose now that (Y = p + 1. In this case, with our notation we have the 
following diagram 
Since ~-8 is a trivial bundie (with the HiIbert cube as a fiber) there exists a map 
g, : Qa -+ Qa which extends f, : XP X Q --) XP X Q (i.e., g,/(XP X Q> =f, and 
which commutes with gp (i.e., $g, = gp$>. Then X, = fix(g,). Indeed, since g, 
is an extension of f, and X, = fix(fJ, it follows immediately that X, c fix(gJ. 
Conversely, suppose that x E fix(gJ. Then x =g,(x> and, consequently, r?(x) = 
$(g,(x>> = g,($(x)>. This means that r;(x) E fix(gp) =X0. Therefore x E XP 
x Q. But on this set, g, and f, coincide and we have x E fix(fJ =X,. This 
completes the inductive step. 
In this situation, it can be easily seen that X, as a subset of Q’, can be fixed 
there by the map g = lim(g,: (Y < 7). q 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that a compacturn X can be fked in Q’, where 7 2 w and 
T > w(X). Then X can be fixed in QK, where K = max(w(X), w). 
Proof. The situation is nontrivial when T > K. It easily follows from the spectral 
theorem for K-spectra [12] that there exists a subset A of T such that I A I = K and 
the restriction as/X : X + r,(X) of the projection rs : QT + QB is a homeomor- 
phism for each B with A 5 B G T. Let f : Q’ + Q’ be a map such that fix(f) =X. 
Using the spectral theorem for K-spectra (with respect to the standard spectrum 
consisting of K-subproducts of Q’ and natural projections), we can represent f as 
the Iimit map of some morphism 9= {fc : Qc --) Qc: C ~21, where ~7 is a 
cofinal and K-Closed subset of expKT. Consequently, there is C EZ such that 
A z C. Let us show that rr,(X) (which is a copy of X> can be fixed in Qc by the 
map fc, i.e., fix(f,) = r,(X). What we need is the equation rcf = fcrc, which 
follows from the fact that Sr is a self-morphism of the above-mentioned spectrum. 
Let y E 7,(X> and fix a point x EX such that r&z) = y. Then fc(y) = f,rJx) 
= rr,f(x> = 77-c(x) = y. Consequently, T,(X) c fix( fc>. Conversely, if y E fix( fc> 
- rr,(X>, then, using the equality rcf = fcrc, we can conclude that f(r;l(y)) G 
7r;‘(y>. But 7~;~(y) topologically is the Tychonov cube QT (because rc : QT + Qc 
is the natural projection onto the corresponding subproduct). Therefore there is a 
point x E 5~;‘(y> such that f(x) =x. The last equality implies that x EX. On the 
other hand x EX (because y E r&X)). This contradiction shows that fix(f,l - 
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r,(X) = @ and, consequently, rrc(X) = fix(f,). It only remains to recall that 
r,(X) is homeomorphic to X. 0 
Proposition 3.4. There is a zero-dimensional compactum K of weight o1 which 
cannot be fixed in any nonmetrizable ANR-compacturn. 
Proof. Let K denote the zero-dimensional closed subspace of Q”l constructed in 
[81. Recall that w(K) = w1 and K cannot be represented as the set of fixed points 
of any continuous self-map of Qwl. Suppose that K can be fixed in some 
ANR-compacturn. Since each ANR-compactuni is a retract of some compact 
Q’-manifold, we conclude that K can be fixed in a compact Q’-manifold (for some 
r 2 w,) as well. By Theorem 3.2, K can be fixed in QT. By Lemma 3.3, K can be 
fixed in Q*l. Since K is zero-dimensional, by Corollary 2.7, all copies of K in QWl 
are Z,-sets. Therefore, by Theorem 2.4, all embeddings of K in QUl are equiva- 
lent. This contradiction finishes the proof. 0 
Corollary 3.5. A nonmetrizable compact absolute retract does not have the complete 
invariance property. 
Applying Theorem 3.2 to the compacturn K from Proposition 3.4, we can 
conclude (see the beginning of this section) that there is a surjection p : X -+ Y 
between zero-dimensional metrizable compacta which is not stable in the above 
sense. On the other hand, the following statement provides a wide class of stable 
maps. 
Proposition 3.6. Let f : X + Y be an open retraction between compacta. Suppose also 
that X is embedded in the product Y X Q so that the restriction v~/X of the 
projection ry : Y X Q + Y coincides with f Then there exists a map g : Y X Q + Y X Q 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) fix(g) =X. 
(ii) n-,g = rrTTy. 
Proof. Open maps with metrizable kernels have a special description in spectral 
terms and this allows us to reduce the general case to the case when Y (and, 
consequently, X) is metrizable (see [3] for details). 
For any point r E [O, 11, define a homotopy H, : [O, 11 x [O, 11 -+ [O, 11 by the 
formula H,(x, t> = (1 - t)x + rt. Note that 
(i) H,(x, 0) =x for any x E [O, 11. 
(ii) H,.(x, 1) = r for any x E [O, 11. 
(iii) H,.(x, t) zx whenever t > 0 and x # r. 
(iv) The homotopies H, and H, are close (as maps of [O, ll* into [O, 11) 
whenever the points r and s are sufficiently close. 
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Suppose now that p = {pi: i E o} is a point in the Hilbert cube Q = [0, I]“. Define 
a homotopy H, : Q X [O, 11 -+ Q as follows: 
H,({$: iEO), t) = {HJX,, t): SO}. 
As above note that: 
(VI H,(x, 0) = x for any x E Q. 
(vi) H,(x, 1) =p for any x E Q. 
(vii) H,_,(x, t> #x whenever t > 0 and x #p. 
(viii) The homotopies H, and H, are close (as maps of Q X IO, 11 into Q> 
whenever the points p and q are sufficiently close (in Q). 
Fix any section j: Y-+X of the retraction f (i.e., f = id,). Also fix metrics ry 
and rQ on Y and Q, respectively. On the product Y X Q consider a metric d 
bounded by 1 and equivalent to the metric /m. It follows directly from the 
above-listed properties that the homotopy H: Y X Q X [O, 11 -+ Y X Q defined by 
the formula H(y, x, t) = (y, HiCYj(x, t)) has the following properties: 
(ix> My, x, 0) = (Y, X> for any (Y, X) E Y X Q. 
(x> H(y, x, 1) = (Y, i(y)) for any (y, X) E Y X Q. 
(xi) H(y, x, t)+( y, x) whenever t > 0 and x # i(y). 
Define a map g as follows: g(y, XI = H(y, x, d(x, f-‘(y))> for any point 
(y, x) E Y x Q. The openess of the map f implies that g is continuous. It only 
remains to note that r,g = ry and fix(g) =X. 0 
Proposition 3.7. A retract of any product of an arbitrary family of metrizable 
compacta can be fixed in the Tychonov cube of the corresponding weight. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.6. 0 
Finally, we present a simple example of a stable nonopen retraction p : X + Y. 
Let Y be the closed segment [ - 1, 11. Consider the subspace X = [ - 1, 01 x [0, 11 
U [O, 11 x (0) of the product Y X [O, 11 and let A = [O, 11 X IO) u (0) x [O, 11. The 
map p coincides with the restriction of the projection rTTI :Y x [O, 11 * Y onto X. 
Obviously, p is a nonopen retraction. 
Define a deformation H: [0, 11 x [0, l] + [0, 11 by H(t, s) = t(1 - s) if (t, s) E 
[O, 11’. Let g : Y x [O, l] -+ Y x [O, 11 be defined as follows: 
(Y, H(r> d((y> t), A))), 
g(y7 t> = (y, t), 
i 
if (Y, t) E 10, II x [O, I], 
if (y, t) E [-l,O] X [0, 11. 
Here d denotes the standard metric of the product [O, 11 x [0, 11. Clearly rig = r1 
and fix(g) =X. Embed the segment 10, 11 into the Hilbert cube Q and fix a 
retraction r : Q + [O, 11. Finally, let f = g(id, X r) : Y X Q + Y x Q. Obviously, ryf 
=rTTy (where r,:YxQ --, Y is a projection), rr/X =p and fix( f > =X. This 
shows the stability of f. 
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